Technical Data Sheet

How Chemical Mixtures and
Temperature Affect Permeation
Selecting appropriate chemical protective clothing and
ensuring its proper use are important responsibilities of every
employer. Standard methods, practices, guidelines,
performance criteria and evaluations of hazardous situations in
the workplace can help employers make informed decisions.
However, these decisions can be complicated when mixtures
are involved or when temperatures vary. That’s because
additional issues must be considered, including:
• How does permeation change when chemicals are mixed
together?
• On which chemical should permeation be measured?
• How does permeation change when the makeup of the
mixture is changed?
• How does permeation change when temperature
changes?
Before attempting to address these issues, a review of
permeation might be useful. Simply stated, permeation
involves:
• Absorption of the chemical through the outer surface;
• Build-up of the chemical in the fabric; and
• Evaporation of the chemical from the inner surface.
The standard method used in North America for measuring the
permeation of chemical protective apparel material is ASTM
F739 – “Standard Test Method for Resistance of Protective
Clothing Materials to Permeation by Liquids or Gases under
Conditions of Continuous Contact.” In this test, the material is
clamped between two chambers. One chamber is filled with
the challenge chemical. The other chamber is checked for the
presence of the challenge chemical. The amount of chemical in
the sample chamber is measured over time to determine the
breakthrough time and permeation rate.
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Mixtures
Each combination of barrier and chemical has a characteristic
breakthrough time and permeation rate. This unique
relationship is due to a combination of physical and chemical
interactions. Mixtures often have chemical and physical
characteristics that are different from those of their
components. Take the classic mixture known as “aqua regia”
(royal water), for example. Aqua regia is a mixture of two
mineral acids. Individually, neither will dissolve gold; but in a
specific ratio, they will.
Because mixtures have unique chemical and physical
characteristics, it is reasonable to expect that the permeation
of the mixtures will be different from the permeation of the
components. Some differences can be explained. For example,
some rubber-like barrier materials swell when exposed to
certain solvents. This swelling is a change in the physical
structure of the barrier. If there are other chemicals present,
the permeation might be different because the physical
structure of the barrier has changed.
The individual chemicals in a mixture may permeate at
different rates. Thus, the mixture in the sampling chamber will
be different from the mixture in the challenge chamber.
Measuring total mass in the sample chamber will not provide
information on the permeation of the individual chemicals.
With mixtures, either certain assumptions must be used or
each component must be measured.
There are a number of ways to measure chemicals that
permeate. Few of these techniques “see” only one chemical.
These techniques work well when measuring the permeation
of individual chemicals. However, with mixtures, it is difficult to
know whether you are seeing a small amount of an easy-tomeasure chemical or a large amount of a hard-to-measure
chemical.
Ideally, the analysis should be able to distinguish between the
components in the mixture. The more chemicals present, the
more sophisticated the separation technology. In addition,
checks must be made to ensure that one chemical does not
interfere with the detection of another.

Another important point to remember is that mixtures found in
industry seldom have fixed proportions. One example is black
liquor, a mixture commonly encountered in the kraft paper
industry. Black liquor is a caustic mixture of sodium sulfides,
sulfites, sulfates and hydroxide, combined with dissolved
lignin, rosins, tall oils and turpenes. The organic components of
this mixture change substantially with the type of wood used.
What’s more the inorganic contents are different at each paper
mill as a result of changes in process equipment and
processing conditions. Although a general understanding of
the permeation behavior of black liquor components can be
developed, unexpected variations in composition might lead to
unexpected permeation behavior.
In summary, when dealing with mixtures, it is best to measure
permeation using the mixture of concern. Permeation of each
harmful component should be determined separately. If the
components are similar, certain conservative assumptions can
be applied. If the components are dissimilar, then sophisticated
standardization and separation techniques may be necessary.
In either case, obtaining knowledge of the chemistry of the
components, the performance of the barrier in similar
situations and a conservative selection of materials is the first
place to start.

H o w Te m p e r a t u r e A f f e c t s P e r m e a t i o n
In general, permeation is expected to increase with increasing
temperatures. However, there are exceptions to this
generality. The temperature response of permeation rates
depends on the barrier material and the chemical. In general,
permeation rate increases by a factor of 1.2 to 3.5 (depending
on the material and the chemical) for each 5.60 C (10°F)
increase in the surrounding temperature. For example, at room
temperature, a 6° C increase in temperature will increase the
permeation rate of simple gases through an oriented polyester
film from 1.3 to 2.1 fold, depending on the gases. (“Diffusion
in Polymers”, J. Crank and G.S. Park, Ed., Academic Press,
1968, PP 46-50). This illustrates the behavior of one film and a
few chemicals within a narrow temperature range.
The effect of temperature on breakthrough times will diminish
with temperature, but not with the same impact as seen on
permeation rates.
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